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Abstract   
 
1990s，one batch of female writers who were born in the late 70's initiated the 
attention of cultural market, and were named "belle writers". "belle writers"' creation 
is one branch of contemporary metropolis literature, with strong commercial flavor, 
their abnormal writing caused the attention of literary area and even society area. In 
order to gain a deeper understanding to this creative community, this article will be 
divided three chapters to launch the elaboration. Chapter one: The illusion that 
wallowed in the metropolis: Wei Hui's creation represents the abnormal writing. 90's, 
along with the fast development of market economy, the mass culture became the lead 
of Chinese cultural market, "belle writers" complied with the tidal current of the mass 
culture, stepped onto the stage that plotted with the mass culture. Literature plotted 
with commerce, “70 later” writers’ group which were promoted by the literary 
periodical were packed to "belle writers", and were pushed to the market of the mass 
culture. Take "belle writers" spokesman Wei Hui for example, analyzes five factors 
which it became famous overnight, and concludes the similarity of "belle writers"' 
creation: forgot the history and the non-root; Take the modern metropolis as the stage, 
emerce the morden fashion life style; After the revels, the heart filled with 
disappointed and fog had been unable to hide. Chapter Two: The faction of new sense 
and "belle writers". In order to inspect "belles"' abnormal creation clearly, draws into 
the faction of new sense in the 30's that described the metropolis for reference use. 
Although the faction of new sense and "belle writers"' writing have certain relations, 
but both have many big differences. Facing material life fill with enticement, new 
sense writers keep the alert attitude, but "belle writers" indulge in it, cannot extricate 
themselves; The writing of sex, the new sense writers loaded certain significance, but 
"belle writers" dispeled the significance of sex, the sex had been treated by them as 
consumable of commercial society; Regarding the homeland, new sense writers had 
sincere yearn and earnest search, "belle writers" put family out of their mind, by the 
bar, the nightclub displaced. Chapter three: “belle” “abnormal” and Metropolis 
literature. "belle writers"' abnormal writing certainly not the metropolis literature 
development direction, abnormal writing that they flaunted lacks deepness highness 
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contemporary society expended the tidal current; it also easy to duplicate, more 
difficult to obtain the new breakthrough, road of this creation is impossible lasting. 
Speaking of the metropolis literature, maybe it unable to avoid that connected closely 
to the commerce. But as the creation main body, the writer must flee the commercial 
interest on own initiative siege, enters a higher domain to carry on the metropolis 
literature creation, this is the true direction of metropolis literature. 
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第一章   都市沉迷的幻影：卫慧为代表的“另类”写作   
 
第一节  走上与大众文化合谋的舞台 
 





































































































































































































第三节  流行与前卫：“美女作家”的创作 
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